
Review Packet

1. All living things contain which element?

A. helium B. sodium C. copper D. carbon

2.

The stages of cell division called prophase, metaphase, anaphase, and
telophase occur during which stage of the cell cycle shown in the
diagram above?

A. G1 B. S C. M D. C

3. Which of the following gases do plants use in photosynthesis?

A. hydrogen B. oxygen

C. carbon dioxide D. carbon monoxide

4. Which molecule in plant cells first captures the radiant energy from
sunlight?

A. glucose B. carbon dioxide

C. chlorophyll D. adenosine triphosphate

5.

A strand of mRNA containing the repeating sequence
AAGAAGAAGAAG could code for which of the following amino
acid sequences?

A. lys–arg–glu–lys B. ser–ser–glu–glu

C. lys–arg–lys–arg D. lys–lys–lys–lys

6. In a desert environment, cactus wrens often build their nests in cholla
cacti to avoid predators. This behavior does not hurt the cacti. Which
type of relationship do cactus wrens and cholla cacti demonstrate?

A. competitive B. commensalism

C. mutualism D. parasitism

7. Which of these is the site where proteins are made in all cells?

A. the nuclei B. the ribosomes

C. the chloroplasts D. the mitochondria
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8.

Which gas is forming in the test tube shown above?

A. carbon dioxide B. hydrogen

C. oxygen D. nitrogen

9. Which of the following categories of organic molecules is correctly
paired with one of its functions?

A. nucleic acids—digest dead cells

B. lipids—give quick energy to cells

C. carbohydrates—store genetic information

D. proteins—provide structure in skin, hair, and nails

10. The diagram below shows a pair of DNA nucleotides. The nitrogenous
base guanine (G) is labeled.

Which nitrogenous base pairs with guanine?

A. adenine (A) B. cytosine (C)

C. thymine (T) D. uracil (U)

11. The diagram below shows a simple food web.

Which animal is classified as an omnivore?

A. red fox B. deer C. black bear D. rabbit

12. In red blood cells, the compound carbonic anhydrase increases the
rate at which carbon dioxide is converted to bicarbonate ions for
transport in the blood. In red blood cells, carbonic anhydrase acts as
which of the following?

A. an enzyme B. a hormone C. a lipid D. a sugar

13. The greatest differences in structure occur in organisms of different

A. orders. B. phyla. C. species. D. families.

14. A student picked up Ball A off a shelf and threw it. Which of the
following would show the flow of energy from its source?

A. Light energy from the sun → chemical energy in food →
chemical energy in the student → mechanical energy in the ball

B. Light energy from the sun → chemical energy in the student →
chemical energy in food → mechanical energy in the ball

C. Chemical energy in the student → mechanical energy in the ball
→ chemical energy in food → light energy from the sun

D. Chemical energy in the student → chemical energy in food →
mechanical energy in the ball → light energy from the sun 2002

15. Which statement best describes the roles of photosynthesis and
respiration in the carbon cycle?

A. Respiration and photosynthesis both add carbon to the atmosphere.

B. Respiration and photosynthesis both remove carbon from the
atmosphere.

C. Respiration adds carbon to the atmosphere, while photosynthesis
removes carbon from the atmosphere.

D. Photosynthesis adds carbon to the atmosphere, while respiration
removes carbon from the atmosphere.
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16. Although there are a limited number of amino acids, many different
types of proteins exist because the

A. size of a given amino acid can vary.

B. chemical composition of a given amino acid can vary.

C. sequence and number of amino acids is different.

D. same amino acid can have many different properties.

17. Eukaryotic cells are differentiated from prokaryotic cells because
eukaryotic cells

A. are much smaller.

B. have permeable membranes.

C. have a higher rate of reproduction.

D. have nuclei.

18. The diagram below represents part of a process that occurs in cells.

Which process is represented?

A. meiosis B. osmosis C. replication D. translation

19. According to the classification key, what characteristic does a wolf
have in common with a caribou?

A. Backbone B. Flat tails C. Hooves D. Teeth

20. The table below shows the classifications of four animals.

Animal Classification

Animal Q R S T

Kingdom Animalia Animalia Animalia Animalia

Phylum Chordata Chordata Chordata Chordata

Class Mammalia Mammalia Mammalia Mammalia

Order Carnivora Rodentia Rodentia Carnivora

Family Canidae Muridae Muridae Felidae

Genus and
Species

Canis
familiaris

Mus musculus Mesocricetus
auratus

Felis sylvestris

According to their classification, which of the following animals are
most closely related?

A. Q and R B. S and T C. Q and T D. R and S

21. Which of the following is the template for the production of RNA
within a cell?

A. DNA B. ATP

C. protein D. carbohydrate

22. Which statement about plant and animal cells is true?

A. Both have a cell wall to give them support.

B. Both have a large vacuole to store water.

C. Both use mitochondria to produce energy.

D. Both use chloroplasts to store energy.
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23. The table below shows the genotypes that result in four different blood
types in humans.

Genotype Blood Type

IAIA, IAi A

IBIB, IBi B

IAIB AB

ii O

Based on the information in the table, which of the following
describes alleles IA and IB?

A. The IA and IB alleles show sex linkage.

B. The IA allele is recessive to the IB allele.

C. The IA allele is dominant to the IB allele.

D. The IA and IB alleles show codominance.

24. Which sequence of DNA bases would pair with the ones shown in
the partial strand below?

A.

B.

C.

D.

25. Energy for most chemical reactions in cells is supplied by which of
the following molecules?

A. ATP B. DNA

C. adrenaline D. hemoglobin

26. One human disease is caused by a change in one codon in a gene
from GAA to GUA. This disease is the result of

A. a mutation. B. a meiosis error.

C. crossing-over. D. polyploidy.

27. The graph below shows a population of pigeons living in a
neighborhood over a ten-year period.

Which of the following statements could account for the change in
population seen between years 7 and 8?

A. The birth rate of the pigeons increased.

B. The emigration rate of the pigeons decreased.

C. The death rate of the pigeons exceeded the birth rate.

D. The neighborhood reached its carrying capacity for the pigeon
population.

28. A chromosome is best described as a

A. gene that has more than one form.

B. green cell found in many plants.

C. strand of DNA containing genetic information.

D. reproductive cell found in certain kinds of bacteria.

29. DNA contains the code for constructing which molecules?

A. proteins B. fats C. starches D. sugars

30. In humans, B is the allele for brown eyes and b is the allele for
blue eyes. Two brothers both have brown eyes, but one of them has
both the B and b alleles while the other only has B alleles. Which
statement is true about the brothers?

A. They have the same genotype and phenotype.

B. They have different phenotypes and genotypes.

C. They have the same phenotype but different genotypes.

D. They have the same genotype but different phenotypes.
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31. The distribution of chromosomes in one type of cell division is shown
in the diagram below.

Which process is represented in the diagram?

A. asexual reproduction B. mitosis

C. meiosis D. vegetative propagation

32. The cows in a rancher’s herd of cattle have been selectively bred to
produce milk. Which of the following will cause the next generation
of cows to receive the trait for producing large quantities of milk?

A. nutrients in the cows’ food

B. essential minerals in the cows’ water

C. electrical impulses in the cows’ brains

D. information in the cows’ chromosomes

33. A researcher is comparing amino acid sequences for the protein
hemoglobin from several primate species. What does the degree of
similarity in sequences among the primate species indicate about these
species?

A. how closely related they are

B. how frequently they interbreed

C. how rapidly they can evolve in the future

D. how efficient their circulatory systems are

34. The diagram below shows a sea star in various stages of regeneration.

What cellular process is directly responsible for this regeneration?

A. meiosis B. mitosis

C. transpiration D. respiration

35. Garden pea plants can have yellow seeds or green seeds. In a pea
plant that is heterozygous for seed color, the allele for yellow seeds
masks the effects of the allele for green seeds.

Which of the following terms best describes the allele for yellow
seeds?

A. codominant B. dominant

C. recessive D. sex-linked

36. DNA from four organisms was examined using gel electrophoresis.
The results are shown in the diagram below.

According to the data, which of these pairs of organisms are most
closely related?

A. 1 and 2 B. 2 and 3 C. 2 and 4 D. 3 and 4

37. In the laboratory, scientists remove the gene for insulin from human
chromosomes.They insert the gene into the DNA of bacteria. This
causes the bacteria to produce human insulin. The insulin is used to
treat diabetes in humans. Which of these describes this process?

A. meiosis B. fertilization

C. gene splicing D. DNA fingerprinting

38. What is the role of hydrogen bonds in the structure of DNA?

A. to code for proteins B. to synthesize proteins

C. to separate the strands D. to connect the base pairs

39. DNA that has been cut by enzymes can separate into segments of
different lengths during the process of—

A. mitosis. B. electrophoresis.

C. gene amplification. D. cytokinesis.
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40. The pedigree below shows the inheritance pattern of a recessive
allele (z) that results in a genetic disease.

Affected Male

Affected Female

Unaffected Male

Unaffected Female

Based on the inheritance pattern, what are all the possible genotypes
for individual 6?

A. Zz B. ZZ and zz

C. ZZ and Zz D. ZZ, Zz and zz

41. Many aquatic birds secrete waxy organic substances that repel water.
The birds use these substances to coat their feathers. An analysis of
these substances would reveal that they are composed mostly of

A. lipids. B. proteins.

C. carbohydrates. D. nucleic acids.

42. Use the table below to answer the question.

Blood Types

Genotype(s) Phenotype

ii O

IAIA, IAi A

IBIB, IBi B

IAIB AB

Blood type is inherited through multiple alleles, including IA, IB, and
i. A child has type A blood. If the father has type AB blood, what
are all the possible phenotypes of the mother?

A. phenotypes O or A B. phenotypes A or AB

C. phenotypes A, B, AB D. phenotypes O, A, B, AB

43. C = normal color vision XX = female

c = colorblind XY = male

Which pairing could result in a colorblind female (XcXc)?

A. XcXc × XCY B. XCXc × XCY

C. XCXc × XcY D. XCXC × XcY

44. Which of the following cell types is formed by meiosis?

A. muscle cells B. sperm cells

C. skin cells D. blood cells

45. If an intestinal cell in a butterfly contains 24 chromosomes, a butterfly
egg cell would contain

A. 3 chromosomes. B. 6 chromosomes.

C. 12 chromosomes. D. 24 chromosomes.

46. Trisomy 21 is a genetic disorder in which an individual has an extra
copy of chromosome 21?

Which process could cause trisomy 21?

A. Failure of a chromosome to replicate during mitosis

B. Failure of chromosome pairs to join during fertilization

C. Failure of a chromosome to cross over during replication

D. Failure of chromosome pairs to separate properly during meiosis

47. Until recently, the myrtle warbler and the Audubon’s warbler were
thought to be separate species of birds because the males have very
different appearances. Which of the following observations most likely
led to the reclassification of these warblers as one species?

A. The myrtle warbler and the Audubon’s warbler have the same
diet.

B. The myrtle warbler and the Audubon’s warbler lay the same
number of eggs.

C. The myrtle warbler and the Audubon’s warbler have overlapping
geographical ranges.

D. The myrtle warbler and the Audubon’s warbler interbreed and
produce fertile offspring.

48. Sexual reproduction provides for what to occur?

A. cloning B. budding

C. genetic stability D. genetic variation

49. What molecules do both DNA and RNA contain?

A. uracil B. thymine

C. nucleotides D. deoxyribose

50. The clear protein of an egg white becomes opaque and firm when
cooked because the heat

A. mutates the DNA.

B. turns the protein into carbohydrates.

C. stops protein formation.

D. changes the protein structure.
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51. Which list shows different levels or organization within a population
ordered from least to most complex?

A. organ systems, organs, organelles, organisms

B. organelles, organs, organ systems, organisms

C. organisms, organ systems, organs, organelles

D. organs, organelles, organisms, organ systems

52. Western coral snakes have a striped color pattern and are poisonous.
Arizona mountain kingsnakes look like western coral snakes but are
not poisonous.

The color pattern of the Arizona mountain kingsnake is an example of

A. camouflage. B. mimicry.

C. mutualism. D. parasitism.

53. Which statement about fossils could be used as evidence that evolution
by natural selection has been in effect for millions of years?

A. Fossils found in higher layers of rock are older than those found
in lower layers.

B. Fossils found in lower layers of rock are more complex than
those found in higher layers.

C. Fossils of current species have been found throughout rock layers
that are billions of years old.

D. Fossils of species that no longer exist but are ancestors of current
species have been found in rock layers.

54. Which of these best illustrates natural selection?

A. An organism with favorable genetic variations will tend to survive
and breed successfully.

B. A population monopolizes all of the resources in its habitat,
forcing other species to migrate.

C. A community whose members work together utilizes all existing
resources and migratory routes.

D. The largest organisms in a species receive the only breeding
opportunities.

55. This diagram shows a cladogram of six species based on amino acid
similarities.

Which two species are the most closely related?

A. I and II B. II and IV C. I and V D. V and VI

56. During the fall reproductive season, the belly of a male brook trout
becomes bright orange. The orange belly provides some camouflage
and helps attract females.

This trait evolved in brook trout because, compared to males with
pale bellies, males with bright orange bellies are more likely to

A. live in good habitats.

B. be eaten by predators.

C. mate with other species of fish.

D. fertilize eggs to produce offspring.

57. A population is separated into two groups by a geographic barrier.
Over time, enough differences develop between the two groups that
they do not interbreed when reunited.

Which of the following terms best describes the process that has
occurred?

A. extinction B. hybridization

C. immigration D. speciation
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58. The figure below shows a cell in four stages of a cellular process.
Use the figure to answer the following question(s).

Which of these describes the purpose of this cellular process?

A. to combine two daughter cells

B. to make a chain of identical amino acids

C. to produce an identical copy of a cell

D. to form daughter cells with half the number of chromosomes

59. The diagram below shows an energy pyramid.

Approximately how much energy is available to the secondary
consumers in this energy pyramid?

A. 10 kcal/m2/year B. 100 kcal/m2/year

C. 1,000 kcal/m2/year D. 5,000 kcal/m2/year

60. Skeletal structures are common between two animals of different
species. These structures probably exist because both species

A. have a common food source.

B. live in the same environment.

C. have survived until the present time.

D. are related to a common ancestor.

61. Which model correctly shows energy flow in a food chain?

A. B.

C. D.

62. Scientists can now use bacteria to produce some human hormones.
These hormones can be used for medical treatments.

Why are bacteria able to produce hormones that are identical to
human hormones?

A. Because bacterial cells naturally express all the same proteins as
humans

B. Because human genes can be inserted into and expressed by
bacterial cells

C. Because human genes that are normally dormant in bacteria can
be activated

D. Because bacteria make copies of any human proteins that are
injected into them

63. Which of the following events involves a consumer and producer in a
food chain?

A. A cat eats a mouse. B. A deer eats a leaf.

C. A hawk eats a mouse. D. A snake eats a rat.
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64. Lightning from a thunderstorm strikes a tree that falls to the forest
floor and dies. During the next few years the dead tree undergoes
many changes.

What organisms are most likely responsible for the biological and
chemical changes to the tree?

A. consumers B. decomposers

C. predators D. producers

65. The populations of wolves and other large predators have decreased
throughout the United States. This disruption of the natural food web
will most likely lead to

A. a decrease in prey animals

B. an increase in producers

C. the overpopulation of prey animals

D. the overpopulation of scavengers

66. Legumes, such as clover and alfalfa, have nodules on their roots that
contain nitrogen-fixing bacteria. These bacteria convert nitrogen gas
from the atmosphere into nitrates.

Which of the following best accounts for the presence of
nitrogen-fixing bacteria in legume root nodules?

A. Nitrates are a food source for earthworms.

B. Plants can use nitrates, but not nitrogen gas.

C. Nitrates are one of the reactants in photosynthesis.

D. Nitrogen gas is toxic to most plants, but nitrates are nontoxic.

67. Which of the following best describes the formation of a zygote?

A. A sperm cell nucleus and an egg cell nucleus fuse.

B. A cell’s DNA replication and mitosis are accelerated.

C. A succession of cell divisions produces a solid mass of cells.

D. A cell with 46 chromosomes divides to form cells with
23 chromosomes each.

68. The diagram below shows part of the carbon cycle.

If many trees are removed from a forest by logging, what is the most
immediate effect on the carbon cycle in that forest?

A. increased rates of decomposition

B. decreased use of atmospheric CO2

C. decreased combustion of fossil fuels

D. increased production of organic compounds

69. Which of these is not recycled through Earth’s ecosystems?

A. water B. energy C. nitrogen D. carbon

70. What is the function of autotrophs in the carbon cycle?

A. to use oxygen to produce glucose

B. to take in excess water

C. to use carbon dioxide to produce glucose

D. to feed on herbivores

71. How do moose use a learned behavior to protect themselves?

A. They have hollow hair to keep warm in the winter.

B. They roll in a pool of muddy water to avoid fly bites.

C. They have keen hearing to sense danger in the forest.

D. They use their wide hooves to prevent sinking in deep snow.
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72. Salt concentration, water temperature, plankton, and the whale shark
might all be used in a description of an ocean

A. climate. B. food web. C. ecosystem. D. population.

73. Use the graph below to answer the question.

The graph above shows the population of a rabbits in a field over
a seven-year period. Based on the data, what is the approximate
carrying capacity in the field for rabbits?

A. 200 B. 400 C. 500 D. 600

74. There are many different enzymes located in the cytoplasm of a single
cell. How is a specific enzyme able to catalyze a specific reaction?

A. Different enzymes are synthesized in specific areas of the
cytoplasm.

B. Most enzymes can catalyze many different reactions.

C. An enzyme binds to a specific substrate (reactant) for the reaction
catalyzed.

D. Enzymes are transported to specific substrates (reactants) by
ribosomes.

75. In the early 1900s, California citrus growers sprayed their trees with
cyanide gas to kill scale insects. By 1914, some scale insects were
surviving the spraying, and eventually the whole population showed
resistance to cyanide.

Which of the following statements best explains how resistance to
cyanide spread in the scale insect population?

A. Insects with a resistance gene survived the first cyanide sprayings
and passed the gene to their offspring.

B. Insects without a resistance gene underwent mutation upon
contact with the cyanide to acquire resistance.

C. Predators put greater selection pressure on insects with a
resistance gene than on insects without a resistance gene.

D. Parasites infecting the insect population carried the trait from
insects with a resistance gene to insects without a resistance gene.

76. Which characteristic distinguishes a plant cell from an animal cell?

A. The presence of a cell membrane

B. The presence of a vacuole

C. The presence of a nucleus

D. The presence of a cell wall

77. The pea weevil is a type of insect. The table below shows the average
time it takes for pea weevil eggs to hatch at different temperatures.

Temperature
(◦C)

Average Hatching Time
(days)

11 38

14 20

16 16

18 10

22 10

24 7

25 5

27 5

28 7

Based on the data, which of the following conditions would promote
the highest population growth rate in pea weevils?

A. cold springs with temperatures from 11◦C to 16◦C

B. moderate summers with temperatures from 25◦C to 27◦C

C. heat waves in which the temperature is sustained well above
28◦C

D. overnight frosts after which the temperature warms from 0◦C to
11◦C

78. Which of the following structures is not found in bacteria?

A. ribosome B. cytoplasm

C. cell membrane D. nuclear membrane
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79. A diagram of a plant cell is shown below.

Which number identifies the organelle that functions to store water
and dissolved salts?

A. 1 B. 2 C. 3 D. 4

80. In which population would reproducing asexually be most
advantageous?

A. A population living in a changing environment

B. A population too large for the available resources

C. A population heavily hunted by many different types of predators

D. A population living successfully in stable environmental
conditions

81. Which of the following functions does active transport perform in a
cell?

A. packaging proteins for export from the cell

B. distributing enzymes throughout the cytoplasm

C. moving substances against a concentration gradient

D. equalizing the concentration of water inside and outside the cell

82. Which of the following provides the most convincing evidence that
two different animal species evolved from a common ancestor?

A. They live in similar environments.

B. They have similar adult body shapes.

C. They have similar methods of locomotion.

D. They show similar features in embryonic development.

83. Birds eat moths. Moths in a given area have been changing colors
slowly over many years to match the color of the tree bark on which
they are found. What is the most likely reason for this color change?

A. It helps the moths fly faster than birds.

B. It makes the moths taste bad.

C. It makes it hard for the birds to see the moths.

D. It helps the moths to stay cooler.

84. Fruit flies have 3 chromosomes plus sex chromosomes (X and Y).
Mutations occurred within four different cells of an individual female
fruit fly as shown in the table below.

Which of these mutations could be passed on to this fruit fly’s
offspring?

A. absent eyes B. curly wings

C. yellow body D. leg-shaped antennae

85. The table below lists the concentrations of water inside and outside a
cell under four different conditions.

Condition
Water

Concentration
in Cell

Water
Concentration

in Environment

1 90% 95%

2 90% 100%

3 95% 90%

4 95% 95%

Under which condition will the cell experience a net loss of water to
its environment?

A. Condition 1 B. Condition 2

C. Condition 3 D. Condition 4

86. Use the figure of a cell membrane below to answer the following
question(s).

What kind of molecule is Structure A?

A. an amino acid B. a phospholipid

C. a carbohydrate D. a nucleic acid
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87. Which of the following best describes how plants use the energy they
receive from sunlight?

A. They change water into heat.

B. They produce their own food.

C. They make minerals for their roots.

D. They break down nutrients into rocks.

88. The reaction catalyzed by the bacterial enzyme β-galactosidase forms
a dark-colored end-product when the cells are grown on a particular
agar medium. As more product is formed, the cells become darker.

Students performed an experiment todetermine the optimum pH for
activity of this enzyme. Their results are shown in the illustration of
bacterial colonies below.

Based on these data, the students should conclude that β-galactosidase
functions best at which pH?

A. 5 B. 7 C. 9 D. 11

89. Individuals with HIV sometimes contract a pneumonia infection that
is rare in the rest of the population because people with HIV

A. are unable to fight off these pneumonia-causing organisms.

B. are more often exposed to these pneumonia-causing organisms.

C. release pheromones that attract the pneumonia-causing organisms.

D. release substances that increase the strength of the
pneumonia-causing organisms.

90. How are the gills of a fish and the lungs of a bird alike?

A. Both are used to get oxygen.

B. Both are forms of protection for animals.

C. Both are on the outside of the animal.

D. They are not alike because they have different jobs.

91. Which of these is a nonliving thing?

A. a mushroom B. a tree

C. a worm D. a river

92. The diagram below shows the evolutionary relationship of several
primates.

Based on the diagram, which of the following statements is true?

A. Lemurs were the most recent to evolve.

B. Gorillas evolved directly from chimpanzees.

C. Spider monkeys and lemurs evolved at the same time.

D. Gorillas and baboons evolved from a common ancestor.

93. The illustration below shows a phase of mitosis

Which of the following statements describes what is occurring in this
phase?

A. The chromosomes are duplicating their DNA.

B. The copies of each chromosome are separating.

C. The chromosomes are moving toward the center of the cell.

D. The homologous chromosomes are preparing for crossing over.
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